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Slow
Living
Basic book for a creative and simple life
About drying flowers, eco-printing and making candles

Preface
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‘Live simply
so that
others may
simply live’
— Mahatma Gandhi
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as a counter-reaction
to the "pressure,
pressure, pressure"
society full of
individualism,
24/7 availability, screens and a
culture of consumption and disposal,
a new trend has emerged, namely that
of slow living.
Slow living is a way of living slower,
simpler and more consciously, which
can be done entirely according to
your own insight. There is no right or
wrong. That sounds nice, right? Since
everyone's personality and life are
different, a slow living lifestyle invites
you to investigate which values are
important to you and which are not
(anymore). In doing so, you create
awareness for the things and people
that make you happy and that are
important to you, and you give them
your full attention. You organize your
life in such a way that you can do
more things that give you energy; you
scrape the superfluous in your life,
head and house so that you get more
breathing space.

Verbondenheid met jezelf, de mensen
om je heen en de wereld waarin je
leeft is een belangrijke waarde voor
slow living. Net zoals de thema’s
duurzaamheid, minimaliseren en
hergebruik. Het gaat om kwaliteit in
plaats van kwantiteit, less is more,
‘zo goed mogelijk’ in plaats van
‘zo snel mogelijk’.
Bovendien staan Slow Livers stil bij
de seizoenen, en geven ze de
voorkeur aan community boven
individualisme.
In mijn voormalige baan als arbeidspsycholoog sprak ik veel mensen met
burn-outklachten. Ik merkte dat zij
veel baat hadden bij het uitproberen
van een hobby zoals breien of haken,
het creëren met je handen en uit je
hoofd komen. Het deed me ook realiseren dat ik zelf niet gelukkig was met
wat ik deed. Ik besloot eindelijk de
knoop door te hakken en mijn droom
om fulltime fotograaf te zijn te realiseren. Ik heb er nog geen seconde
spijt van gehad, en er zijn alleen maar
mooie dingen op mijn pad gekomen.

Like this book; this is the book i was
looking for but it was not there.
That's why I wrote it myself.
This book is full of creative and green
projects that can help you on your
way to a more conscious, simpler
lifestyle with a focus on the here and
now. Organized by season, you can
enjoy the knowledge and experiences
of people I interviewed about their
passion for a year - from growing
flowers to making candles.
With my own passion, photography, I
want to let you dream away with all
the beautiful pictures. And of course I
also want to inspire you to try out one
of the many projects in this book
yourself. I apologize in advance for
the abundance of wicker baskets and
cats in this book, but it just makes me
happy. I really hope that you too will
find something in this book that
makes you happy!

Eva Krebbers

Biography
NAME: Eva Krebbers
MAKES: pictures and things prettier
ENJOYS: swimming in the rain, chocolate dipped
in tea, petrichor, wandering around in bookshops,
traveling and adventure
SLOW LIFE TIP: looking for a beautiful old tree,
embracing it with closed eyes and wondering what it
has seen and experienced. Then climb into the
branches with a good book and read until you are
no longer comfortable.
TO FIND ON: www.tumbleweedandfireflies.com en
@tumbleweedandfireflies
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SOW FLOWERS

SOW
FLOWERS
Sowing flowers yourself is easier (and more fun!) Than you think.
In your garden, on your balcony, in your windowsill, secretly in
the municipal plantation. With your hands in the earth, your
face in the sun and your hair in the wind, you are very aware of
the elements around you. And seeing something grow that you
yourself have sown in the ground is tremendously satisfying.
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SOW FLOWERS

INTERVIEW - Vegetable designer Loesje van Herp

"Nature never
disappoints"
Someone who knows
everything about flowers and
their many applications is
Loesje van Herp, a plant
designer. When you walk
around her house, you see
tiny and life-size plant-based
creations of her hand
everywhere. Loesje is
bursting with
love for flora.
I asked her to come over to
our garden
to experiment
with flowers.
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What exactly are you doing
as a vegetable designer?
“Whether it's a seed box, the roots of
a plant or the fibers of a leaf, I use
plant materials to make objects for a
room or interior. In the form of a
hanging mobile, a self-constructed
flower or a collection of hand-sewn
dried flowers on a woolen blanket as
a wall object. ”
Why your passion for plant
materials?
“My mother collected everything
from nature that she dried at home.
She took us on hiking trips and we
had picnics in the fields. That is why I
started following the Vegetable
Courses in Vught, where you will be
trained to become master binder.
There you learn to experiment: you
will cook plants, iron, research
pigments, dissect roots. Once a plant
has finished flowering, it gets
interesting. Is a plant worth anything
without flowers? Maybe the leaves
are too dry, you can do with

some parts paint, or is the root under
the ground very beautiful. I find
telling stories with nature very
valuable. ”

"I can be emotional
be of the
silent power of
nature'
What are your favorite plants or
flowers to work with?
"That much! They often come
naturally to my path during a trip. I
immediately see if I can apply them. I
really love the poppy, Judas medal,
cardoon, butterbur and the lantern
plant! And flowers such as Helichrysum, Delphinium and Rodanthe.
Their colors remain formidable
during the drying process.

Tips
Be curious! What happens if
you hang a flower upside
down to dry, or if you throw
the seeds in the garden? My
slow living tip: take a solo
walk more often. Find the
silence and use your senses.
Experience more timeless
time. And take the next
generation out into nature
to feel, taste and smell.

I also really enjoy a dried out
sunflower - with those silver wicks and
gray stems falling out. Or the
Scabiosa that has finished flowering,
an enormous hogweed: one hundred
percent strength! ”
What do you wonder about in
nature?
“Nature always continues and never
disappoints. That silent force can
really move me. Nature is home to
many stories and has many functions:
a home for fauna, a hiding place, an
oasis of peace.
I try to pass on my passion for nature
to my son - just like my mother did
with me. He likes to go to a picking
garden, to experiment with painting
cloths, and to dry flowers between his
books. ”

Biography
NAME: Loesje van Herp
MAKES: vegetable objects with nature as a
source of inspiration
ENJOYS: the scent of a rain shower, the endless
sea, morning coffee, and love. In everything.
SLOW LIFE TIP: wherever you are, be there!
Do more of what you love. Embrace nature and
the silence.
TO FIND ON: @Loesjevanherp_plantaardig
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SOW FLOWERS

DIY - by Loesje / Eva

Sow!

Y

WHEN?
In spring. You can pre-sow
indoors from midFebruary. You can sow
directly in the ground from
April / May. Keep an eye
on whether it will freeze. If
so, bring in your plants.
NECESSITIES:
• pot,box,tub,bigbag
• orplantingareaofatleast40
cmdeep
• organicpottingsoil
• •flowerseeds(bought,
barteredorcollectedfrom
wildplants)
• water
• Sun

our self-sown flowers are ideal for picking, drying and painting.
Moreover, you always have a supply of unsprayed flowers, which
you do not have to leave the house for.

How do you proceed?
Sowing is so simple: making a hole in the ground, lovingly throwing your seed
in and covering the hole again. Give it water and wait. However, each flower
requires a slightly different treatment (sowing distance, number of seeds in the
hole, sowing month, a place in the shade or sun, etc.). Therefore, it is best to
follow the directions on the package once you have bought the seeds.
Pre-sowing
Pre-sowing is done by allowing your plants to germinate indoors from midFebruary in, for example, an egg box with potting soil that you place on the
windowsill, so that they get a lot of light and warmth. With a plant spray you
water carefully (not too much, because mold - not too little, because then
nothing will happen). As soon as your plants emerge and have about 4 to 6
leaves, you transplant them to a larger pot, so that the roots can continue to
grow. When you are sure that there will be no more night frost (mid-May) your
seedlings can go outside and plant them at a distance of about 15 cm from each
other.
After flowering, do not forget to save the seeds of your flowers (in a paper (tea)
bag or envelope) for the next year!
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SOW FLOWERS

Which flowers can
you sow?
PICKLED FLOWERS
• Lathyrus - picking flowers
• Dahlia - sow seeds or plant tubers
• Vervain | Verbena - sow in October
• Snapdragon | Antirrhinum
• Zinnia
• Variegated sage | Salvia
• Miss-in-the-green | Nigella damascena
• - sow in October
• Cosmos | Cosmea
• Loosestrife | Amaranthus caudatus

DRY FLOWERS
• Straw flower | Helichrysum
• Paper flower | Xeranthemum
• Yarrow | Achillea
• Cornflower - sow in October
• Gypsophila | Psammophiliella
• Zeeland button | Astrantia Major
• Thin sea lavender | Statice of Limonium
• Judas medal | Lunaria - drying seed box
• Poppy - dry seed box
• Hydrangea
• Larkspur | Delphinium
• Globe thistle |Echinops

PAINT FLOWERS
• Marigold (yellow)
• Carthamus (yellow)
• Madder (red, use the carrot)
• Lady's mantle (green)
• Wed | Isatis tinctoria (blue)
• Meadowsweet | Filipendula
ulmaria (black, use root)
• Amaranth (red, avoid high paint
temperatures)
• Geranium
• Eucalyptus
• Hollyhock | Alcea rosea (brown)
• Fennel | Foeniculum vulgare
(brown)
• Lavender (pink)
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PAINTING EGGS

PAINTING
EGGS
You have probably known since childhood that you can dye eggs. But
what I discovered myself not so long ago is that you can also do the
same with dyes that you can simply find in nature or in your
refrigerator. For example, you can dip eggs in a bath of horse flowers,
where they come out beautifully light green. And with the help of
leaves or flowers you can even make delicate prints
on your eggs. Real egg art, so. Perfect for Easter!
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PAINTING EGGS

DIY - by Eva

Easter all spring
NECESSITIES:

• eggsfromhappychickens,2
handfuls
• apan
• naturaldyes(seebox)
• water
• smallleavesandflowersfor
printing
• vinegar
• littleoil
• tights
• rubberband

NATURAL
DYES
• Green: dandelion,
spinach, nettle
• Yellow: turmeric,
onion peels,
marigold, daisies,
apple tree leaves
• (Light) blue: red
cabbage, blueberries
• Red brown / purple:
beetroot, red onion peel,
red wine, cranberry
• juice
• Brown: coffee, black tea

Step 1
Gather your natural dyes, preferably while whistling with one
kek basket on your arm.Step 2
Finely chop the natural dyes, put them in a pan with 0.5 l water and let it
simmer for at least 15 minutes (do not boil!). The longer you leave it on, the
more intense the color will become. In the meantime, move on to the next step.

Step 3
If you want a petal or flower pattern on your egg, take action now. (If not, skip
this step). Wet the leaf a little and place it with the stem facing up on the egg.
Now pull some pantyhose tight over your egg leaf, and tie it with a rubber
band.

Step 4
Strain the paint slurry from the pan and add a tablespoon of vinegar (so that
the colors get stronger).

Step 5
Gently place your uncooked eggs in the dye bath and let them cook for 15
minutes. You then get hard-boiled eggs with a more intense color.

Step 6
Wohoo, your eggs are now ready! If desired, polish them with a little oil for a
shiny layer.

• Orange: orange peel,
carrot
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VEGETABLE
GARDEN

STARTING A
VEGETABLE
GARDEN
Thanks to a vegetable garden you eat healthier, more creative and
fresher. Moreover, thanks to vegetable gardening, you can move
more, and it is also better for the environment. Even without a
garden, there are all kinds of possibilities for the vegetable gardener
wannabe. Work with pots or a square meter container on your
balcony or (roof) terrace, or inquire at an allotment complex. Some
municipalities and schools engage in urban farming. I even know a
family in the middle of the city, in a two-storey apartment without a
balcony, who have built a hanging vegetable garden container and
are happily picking from it. Start growing!
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MOESTUIN

INTERVIEW - Vegetable gardener Mme Zsazsa

The rebellious
vegetable gardener
I myself was born and
grew up in Flanders,
where Mme Zsazsa has
been running the business
for many years in the field
of vegetable gardening,
sewing skirts and cooking.
Her simple and humorous
way of explaining has won
her many fans, including
myself. It was therefore a
gift to visit her in her own
vegetable garden surrounded by animals.
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How can people know you?
“I write books. My first book was
about sewing, because I am originally
a pattern maker. At the time I had a
blog where I wrote about sewing, as
well as gardening and cooking - all
interests that I enjoy. I have now
written books on all three subjects. ”

What is so special to you about
having a vegetable garden?
“I find it very creative, and it gives a
lot of satisfaction. A bag of 2 euros
can grow as many as a thousand
copies. And when your kids are
hungry, you pull a carrot out of the
ground and they have wholesome,
healthy and delicious food. Thinking
up, repeating and improving it
annually, puzzling over a vegetable
garden plan ... I love that. And you
are active outside, you are grounding,
you can think about what concerns
you. I sincerely think that people will
be happier if they

garden. I spend an average of two
hours a day on it, and now it has
become a challenge to eat from
the vegetable garden twelve
months a year. Incidentally, it is
not an obligation. If I feel like a
cucumber in the winter, I just buy
it. ”

"Look at all my
coloring tomatoes,
they go from yellow
to green, red,
purple and black! "
How do you feel when you are
busy in your garden?
“Content. I like to cook, but often
find it difficult to decide what to eat.
The puzzle collapses during the day
because of the vegetable garden.
Then a chicken clucks and I realize
that a quiche can be made. Or I see
that beets are ripe, with which I then

Tips
Start small. If your vegetable
garden turns out to be too
big, plant extra pumpkins.
They are easy to maintain,
they cover the ground with
their leaves, which helps
against weeds, and of course
they provide good food in the
autumn.
Make it easy on yourself in
the beginning by buying
plants instead of wanting to
sow everything yourself.
For a small kitchen garden,
picking vegetables are very
nice: you keep breaking off
the leaves of a kale, chard or
palm cabbage while the plant
continues to grow. You can
then harvest from the same
plant for a very long time.
And think about how
wonderful nature is.
Learn to see the value of all
parts of a plant: stand still,
taste, smell and discover.

make up a salad.
In the garden I have a lot of time to
think. If I don't get any further with
writing, I walk into my vegetable
garden - I have the luxury of having
it at home - and it messes up a bit; as
soon as I'm back at my laptop, the
words come naturally. Just letting go
works well for me. ” 

Biography
NAME: Kim Leysen, also known as ‘the Zsazsa’
MAKES: of everything and is especially very happy
about it / books and books
ENJOYS: quietly muddling along
TO FIND ON: @mmezsazsa and books ‘De
moestuin van Mme Zsasa’ and ‘Allemaal rokjes’.
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VEGETABLE
GARDEN

Nettle vulture
LIFE ELIXER FOR PLANTS
Fill a large bucket two-thirds full of nettles.
Add (rain) water until everything is under
water. Cover the bucket and place it outside
in a warm place. Note: it will stink, so next
to your armchair is not so nice! Stir it
occasionally with a stick; if it foams for a
moment, that's a good sign. Your vulture
will be ready after about 3 weeks. Dilute it
in proportion
1:10 with water, and pour lovingly at the
roots of your plants (not by the way
with onion, garlic, beans and peas).
They will be eternally grateful to you.
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Madame
Zsazsa's vegetable
garden top 5
• beets
• fennel
• kohlrabi
• tomatoes
• as many different
herbs as possible,
with 1: parsley

Amazing
amaranth
Amaranth is a colorful wonder
plant. The seedlings are
suitable as a sprout vegetable,
the leaves as a leaf vegetable,
and the seeds are used to make
porridge. Or you roast them for
a full, hearty taste. The glutenfree seeds also contain a lot of
protein, fiber, minerals,
unsaturated fatty acids and
vitamins. And amaranth is
beautiful in a vase!

Mme Zsazsa's
tips
for fussy eaters
Some children may or may not be
fussy eaters, which makes you worry
whether they are getting enough
healthy food. Then serve them a plate
with only the basics (pasta, rice,
potatoes) and let them pick something
they want to eat from the vegetable
garden. That works very well at my
house!
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VEGETABLE
GARDEN

DIY - by Mme Zsazsa / Eva

Starting a vegetable
garden
WHEN?
In the spring you start with
Sowing or pre-sowing is
possible from February /
March. If you prefer to buy
plants, you can start later.
And if you want to leave
little to chance, then you
start planning and sketching
in the boring winter months
- what will come where,
when do you sow what, et
cetera.
NECESSITIES
• good soil (eg
• a vegetable garden mix that
you
• supplement with compost or
nettle vulture - see box)
• organic seeds
• pots, containers or a piece
of garden (with no less than 8
hours of sunlight per day)
• garden trowel, spade and
hoe
• watering can
• gardening gloves or your
bare hands
• plant labels
• pre-sowing: a seed tray or
cultivation tray with drip
tray, filled with sowing soil
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VEGETABLE
GARDEN

‘To plant a garden
is to believe
in tomorrow’

Step 4
Okay, you are now well prepared. Time to start making your first plants by presowing them indoors. Sow one seed per tray in your sowing tray, water, cover
and wait. Keep the soil moist, but not too wet. Soon you will see the first green
blades appear, along with their first leaves (the germ leaves). Once your
seedlings have their first true leaves, you can transplant them (transfer) to a
larger pot, so that they can grow large and strong there. Do this very carefully,
using a spoon, for example.

– Audrey Hepburn
Step 5
Once the Ice Saints have passed (approximately mid-May), it is safe for your
seedlings outside, there will be no more frost. Place them in their designated
spot in your vegetable garden, pot or container and give them space. Add some
water and just watch!

Step 6
You don't have to pre-sow everything, of course, you can also sow directly in
the garden. When this is possible, it is always stated on the bags with seeds.
Make a note of these dates in your vegetable garden plan, or put them in your
agenda so that you don't forget. But how do you sow in the garden? For pots
and containers, it is sufficient to make shallow holes in the soil with your finger,
put some seeds (not too many!) In them and cover them again with soil and
give some water.
For larger vegetable garden beds, place the handle of your rake, shovel or
broom on your bed and push it down firmly. You get a perfect straight trench.
Place the seeds in the trench at the specified distance and depth, cover them
with a layer of soil and water.

Step 7
If you prefer to weed less often and want to keep the soil moist right away,
mulching is recommended. That means nothing more than the soil to cover
your plants with vegetable material (grass clippings, straw, twigs, tree bark,
wood chips, vegetable garden waste, pruned plants). With strawberries and
courgettes it is also advisable to put a bed of straw around the plant, so that they
rot less quickly. Moreover, such a bed often also looks very nice.
Step 8
In fact, you can already be very satisfied with yourself. Keep weeding and
watering and you'll soon be enjoying your first meals from your own garden.

Variation tips
A vegetable garden without
fruit and flowers is like tea
without cookies: it is
possible, but it is not
complete. Flowers also
attract bees, which help
pollinate your vegetables.
And fruit always gives you
a bit of pruning while
weeding.
If you're not so confident in
all that vegetable
gardening, at least put
some pots of herbs out they'll take any dish to the
next level. Dry or freeze
them, and you have your
own seasonings all year
round!

Easy
beginner
vegetables
• beets
• arugula

•
•
•
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pumpkin
•
zucchini
tomatoes
Spinach
herbs
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MINIMALIZE

MINIMALIZE
Slow living is about living your life in a slower, more conscious and
attentive way, where you focus on the things that really make you
happy. Anything superfluous can go out. So minimizing is a nice and
practical point to start if you long for a simpler life. After all: the
more things, the more time you spend taking care of those things.
And you prefer to spend that time on activities that you enjoy.

30
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MINIMALIZE

INTERVIEW - Clean-up guru Merel from Just Home

"Cleaning up is
a mindset’
Merel van Rodijnen is a
cleaning coach according to
the KonMari method,
known from the cleaning
guru Marie Kondo.
According to Merel, a tidy
house gives you peace of
mind and life. Her mission
is therefore to get the
whole of the Netherlands to
clean up, so that everyone
can focus on things that
really matter and that
make them happy.
I myself - an avid collector
and junkie - am naturally
curious about what I can
learn from Merel and
Marie.

What is a KonMari Consultant?
“With the KonMari method you
clean up by category. You follow
your heart to feel what makes you
happy. I guide people in making
choices. When cleaning up all kinds
of doubts arise. I then ask the right
questions at the right time. I also
watch the storage. Most of the work throwing things away - is done by the
people themselves. ”
What appealed to you about this
method?
“Minimalism can sometimes come
across as very strict, with rules about
what has to be removed. I used to
clean up with a negative mindset,
like: what should get out of here? The
KonMari method ensures that you
only love what makes you really
happy. ”
How did you start this work?
“Our previous house was twice the
size of our current one. We sold that
thinking that we
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wanted more financial freedom, so
that we could explore what we really
want in life. I worked in a laboratory,
but I was not happy with the job. By
stirring up during the move, I found
out that I have actually been
cleaning up all my life, and very
like.

"I am surrounded
by things true
it makes me happy
"
I then took a Marie Kondo course in
New York. I have learned to transfer a
gentle, calm approach to others.
Ultimately, tidying up turns out to be
primarily a mindset. You really have
to want to clean up, you have to be
motivated and have a good reason.
Cleaning up takes a long time and is
not always fun. ”

When do people come to you?
“Most people who knock on my door
are looking for more peace in their
house. We therefore start by making
a mood board about what your ideal
living situation looks like. Minimalisme is never the ultimate goal, it has to
work for you. People find throwing
away gifts the most difficult. Because
suppose that person finds out.
"Maybe I will need this again
someday," which is also a common
stumbling block. I then ask questions
so that people only have things that
make them happy
of be. ”
What do you like about being a
clean-up coach?
“Working towards a goal and seeing
that people really change. They feel
calmer, have more time for fun
things. Often a change takes place: a
different job, a new hobby or an old
hobby that has been picked up again.
Tidying up is also part processing:
you go through all your stuff and
organize your past. You get to know
yourself better, discover what is
important to you and what actually
makes you happy. It is just so nice
that I can really help someone
further! The end result always makes
me happy. That I think: yes! when I
open the cupboards. ”

Biography
NAME: Merel van Rodijnen
MAKES: cleaning fun and easy
ENJOYS: being at home, hygge, silence, my cat
Maki, traveling, nature, tidying up, festivals
SLOW LIFE TIP: ea tidy house is a tidy mind - very
cliché, but really. Surround yourself with your
favorite things so that you really feel at home and
don't get too distracted.
TO FIND ON: www.net-thuis.nl en @netthuis.
There I share accessible tips to tidy up your house
and take it easier.
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MINMALIZE

DIY - by

Merel

A big "Spark Joy" session
WHEN?
At the dawn of spring:
instead of the big clean-up,
we now have a big "Spark
Joy" session.
But of course you can
always tidy up and
minimize it.
NECESSITIES:
• amessyhouseandagood
doseofmotivation
• garbagebags
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MINIMALIZE

Tips
IN THE AIR
Store everything vertically.
That really takes up less
space. We often already do
it with books, but also try to
agree with your clothes,
towels, et cetera. Store your
subcategories together, in a
fixed place, and in
containers. You often see
that there are papers in six
different places in the
house, so that you get piles
on the corner of the table or
a mess. Make it easy for
yourself and give your items
a permanent home in which
to live.

"Tidying up
teaches you what
is important to
you and what
makes you happy"
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WHERE CAN YOU LET
EVERYTHING GO?
Stuff is not waste. So try to
sell them first, for example
via Markt -plaats. Don't fall
into the trap of endlessly
extending your ad, but give
your stuff a chance for one
round. If they have not been
sold afterwards, they will go
to the thrift store, an
exchange or a charity.
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WILLOWS

BRAIDS WITH
WILLOWS
Braiding with willow twigs dates back to prehistoric times. Our distant
ancestors used it to weave the walls of their houses. In fact, around 1850
weaving willow twigs was so popular that the material was in short
supply. But enough history - back to now. Because
we modern people can get completely zen from braiding for an hour.
Moreover, you can make very practical and sustainable things with it,
such as a fence, vegetable garden box or even a green teepee in the
garden.
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WILLOWS

DIY - by Eva

Braiding with
willow twigs
WHEN?
Pollard willows are pollinated from
mid-December to mid-April. Then
there are fresh, flexible willow
branches available - and you want
them!
Willow toes that have dried can be
made flexible again by soaking them
in water for at least 12 hours. Or put
them on the grass and spray them wet.
The dew immediately lends a hand.
This way you can braid all year
round.
NECESSITIES
We start with a vegetable garden
container. (The principle for
a fence is the same, except that you use
chestnut wood for the posts, which you
put 60-80 cm deep in the ground).

• fresh willow trees
• (pollard yourself, ask a
farmer or the municipality
- they are often available
for free)
• powerful pruning or
loppers
• hammer or auger
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How do you proceed?
Step 1
Make your substrate flat and weed-free, and cut the thickest willow branches
into pieces of 50 cm in length. These will be the poles. You need 8 for the
corners, and an extra one as an intermediate post every 60 cm. So calculate and
measure!

Step 2
Drive the corner posts into the ground with a hammer. Two posts will be
placed on each corner. Drive an intermediate post into the ground every 60 cm.
Make sure your posts are at least 8 inches deep in the ground. Enjoy that
aggression!

Step 3
The braid! Start at one corner with the thick piece of your willow toe. Slalom
this around the intermediate posts, and feel tension. You start your second
willow toe at the same point, but on the opposite side of the same corner post.
For toes 3 and 4 you repeat this on the opposite corner post, so that the height
of your wall is equal.

Step 4
Press down your braided willow twigs regularly for more strength. When all
sides are braided, cut the protrusions and posts at the same height.

Variation tip

LIVE TIPI
You will find children, cats and
adults surprisingly often in this
teepee, guaranteeing hours of
fun and a sheltered place to
retreat to with a good book.
Make a circle on a flat, weedfree surface in the garden.
Determine the location and
width of the entrance. Dig holes
60 to 80 cm deep every two feet
with an auger or spade. Cut the
bark off the bottom of your
thickest willow branches; this
increases the chance of a green
teepee. Place the posts in the
holes in the ground and press
firmly. Climb up a ladder and
tie the top of your wicker frame
together with twine. Now braid
thinner willow toes through
your frame, and open it as
sheltered or open as you want.
Wait five minutes and see your
first newsgieri-ge bezoeker
verschijnen.
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FLOWER CROWN

FLOWER
CROWN
Sometimes you can use a boost. There is no better remedy than diving
into a wild flower field to decorate yourself with a floral wreath in your
hair. Believe me, you will feel like the (elven) queen of the prom
afterwards! A flower wreath in your hair is also extra festive for special
occasions. Such a wreath is also nice for men as decoration on their
hats. Or just nice to hang on the wall. You see, with a flower crown you
can go in all directions!
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FLOWER CROWN

INTERVIEW - Flower grower Marjolijn van Raket & Distels

"Flowers are my
great love"
Well hidden among the
fields and an industrial
estate you will find a true
abundant floral and
paradise. Marjolijn,
owner of studio Raket
en Distels, grows her
own flowers here,
- some meters high, such as
the cardoons - and always
exuberant. With newborn
daughter Doortje on her
stomach she happily picks it
loose. Then she turns a
beautiful flower wreath
together in no time. Peanuts
compared to the floral
installations with which she
decorates weddings and
events.
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How did Rocket and Thistles
originate?
“Gardening and growing has always
been a great love. As a little girl I
already knew how to name a lot of
plants. I had my own vegetable
garden in my parents' garden and
tried everything there. After the art
academy and various types of jobs in
the "green" sector and art world, the
unrest continued. After a search, I
came back to my great love: flowers. I
am very happy with what I do now: I
run my own studio where I make
creations with
(dry) flowers, which I partly grow
myself in my own nursery. But now
with a creative outlook, something I
didn't do before. ”
Why flowers?
“I always thought I wanted to grow
vegetables. But during my training at
the Warmonderhof - for biodynamic
agriculture and horticulture - I came
into contact with flowers and then I
immediately knew: this is it! After
growing flowers you can go there

give it your own signature,
something extra that is really your
own. Thus a new world opened up:
that of bouquets, installations,
wreaths. I also like to use
vegetables in my bouquets: purple
kale, tendrils of beans or artichokes.
”

'I love
my feet in the
clay, and from it
more precise work
with flowers'

What do you like about it?
“Because I grow flowers on my own
plot of land, I live with the seasons.
And I always take everything home
with me: vegetables, seeds, branches
and even snails. My home sometimes
looks like a large seasonal table. ”

"I now grow with
a creative look,
something i
previously
didn't do "
Wat is voor jou belangrijk?
“Ik houd ervan met zowel m’n voeten
in de klei te staan, als het preciezere
werk met bloemen. En het is heel fijn
dat ik zelf kies welke bloemen ik ga
kweken, omdat ik weet wat ik wil
gebruiken voor mijn werk.”
Heb je tips voor mensen die ook
met bloemen aan de slag
willen?
“Probeer veel uit. Ik ben begonnen
met een tuintje van 30 vierkante
meter. Ik kweekte van alles wat ik
maar mooi vond. Veel lukte, en veel
ook niet. Hetzelfde geldt voor drogen.
Knip alles wat je mooi vindt en hang
het te drogen. Er is zoveel wat
geschikt is! Probeer ook verschillende
bloeifases, of pas als het in het zaad
zit. De natuur zit vol verrassingen.”


Biography
NAME: Marjolijn Fliek
MAKES: wonderful creations of home-grown
bloemen
ENJOYS: swimming in a cold lake
SLOW LIFE TIP: take a vegetable garden, nature is
never in a hurry
TO FIND ON: @raketendistels, flowers through
various national outlets and
raketendistels.myshopify.com
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DIY - by Marjolijn

Braid a flower crown
WHEN?
You can make a flower
crown from fresh flowers
in summer and spring.
Ideal for a (midsummer
night) party or wedding.
Use dried flowers if
necessary for a longerlasting result.
NECESSITIES:

• iron wire
• painter's tape or crepe tape
• jute twine
• nice ribbon
• fresh or dried flowers

How do you proceed?
Step 1
Measure your head with the wire, from one ear along your forehead to your
other ear. Cut it to this length. It doesn't get that tight because you end up using
the ribbon to tie it to size.

Step 2
Make a loop at each end of the wire and tighten it well.

Step 3
Wrap the wire with painter's tape to make it more comfortable to wear and
easier to bind.

Step 4
Tie your jute rope above the one loop. Now the fun part begins: choosing the
flowers! Pick what you like while walking, or put your collection on the table.
Make a small bunch each time, and wrap it around the iron wire with the rope.
Keep knotting after each bunch, so you don't have to hold it tight anymore.
Then continue with the next bunch, and place it just a bit higher and to the side
of the previous bunch. Wrap the rope every time so that the masking tape
cannot be seen. Continue like this until the wire is full of flowers.

Step 5
Now pull the ribbon through the loops and tie it around your head. The flower
crown can be adjusted to any head circumference thanks to the ribbon. You are
now ready to stroll in style through lovely landscapes.
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Tips
CREATING FLOWER
COMBI'S FOR YOUR
CROWN You can rely on
which flowers are currently
in bloom, or the clothes you
are wearing. Also take a
look at complementary
colors from the color circle.
According to this theory,
the following color
combinations look great
together: blue-orange,
purple-yellow, green-red.
Or work with tone-on-tone
shades: all kinds of shades
from the same color family.
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CUTTING

ROOM
PLANTS
CUTTING
The principle of cuttings is simple: you cut a piece from an existing
plant, put the cutting in water and wait until roots grow. Then you
transplant it into potting compost, and voilà: a new plant has been
born. Note: this can become an addictive hobby, where you imagine
Mother Teresa of the Void Plants. By the way, there are entire
communities of people who exchange cuttings with each other.
Or give your cuttings away to friends and family so they can
will always think of you when watering.
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CUTTING

INTERVIEW - Angélica Vis,
self-proclaimed crazy plantlady and photographer

"Planting cuttings
is my obsession"
I ran into Angélica Vis
during a try-out evening at
the Graphic Atelier in Den
Bosch, where she was
making etchings of her
plants. "Look, this is my
plant Herman. I have many
more plant babies at home,
"she said. Her love for
plants is also reflected in
her photography. When she
sees a Cracked plant
somewhere, she will drag it
to her house, which is full
of pots with cuttings. So
when I was looking for
someone to interview for
this chapter, I didn't have
to think twice.
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Why did you start cuttings?
“I wanted to have as many plants in
the house as possible, and I started
with the pancake plant. It is very easy
to take cuttings. I also bought that
plant to give cuttings of it to friends.
A while ago it was so popular that it
was almost nowhere to be found. In
the meantime I have given away 20
cuttings. My mom now has too

"Even love
can blossom
through cuttings "
two large pancake plants are at
home, from which she gives away
cuttings to her friends. My friends
know that I like to receive cuttings as
a gift. I take those cuttings again and
pass them on again. At my work

we also do cuttings exchange. You
can see that everyone is now ignoring
the pancake plant, we all already
have it. The banana plant and dot
begonia are very popular at the
moment. ”
How does such a cuttings
exchange work?
“When you arrive, you hand in your
cuttings, and you get receipts in
return. And with those receipts you
can pick out new cuttings on the large
table. You quickly get to talk to
others about all kinds of plants, it's a
very funny world. ”
Have you also made new
contacts through the cuttings?
“Yes, because it means you meet
many people who have the same
interests. I even once had someone
approach me because he saw me at a
cutting swap. I was not interested, but
even love can -hypothetically- bloom
through cuttings! ”

Now when you look at your
room and see all your plants,
what do you think?
“When they are very beautifully
green, I am proud. Then I take a lot
of photos of my showpieces. But if
they have faded or have brown edges
- like now - I can be really concerned.
I sometimes think: I'll get rid of
everything and stop. Only, then it
looks so bare - it is nice if you really
have such a jungle. And if I get a
cutting from a friend again, I will go
for the ax again ... It's kind of an
obsession, haha! ”

"Like the plants
very beautiful green
I am proud’
“About two years ago I got a spotted
begonia cut from a friend. It did really
well. That friend got that cutting from
her cousin, who got it from his family.
That family has created a WhatsApp
group for that plant, called Truus, to
show how all the cuttings are doing.
Truus has made thousands of cuttings,
she is really spread throughout half of
the Netherlands. My Truus has passed
away now. ”

Biography
NAME: Angélica Vis
MAKES: pictures, illustrations, cuttings
ENJOYS: being in nature and getting inspired by
it, photographing plants, reading a good book
while it's raining outside, shooting the perfect
portrait, a large mug of herbal tea, a field full of
wild flowers.
SLOW LIFE TIP: take a walk in nature every day
and enjoy the changes of the season.
TO FIND ON: www.angelicavis.nl and
@angelica.vis
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DIY - by Angélica

Plant cuttings
WHEN?
Spring is ideal for taking
cuttings, but in principle
cuttings can take place
almost all year round.
Except in the winter, when
most plants are dormant.
NECESSITIES:
•
•
•
•

sharp, clean knife
bottle with water
potting soil (over time)
suitable plant for taking
cuttings. These are almost
all varieties, but we start
with plants with a high
cutting success rate

How do you proceed?
Each plant needs its own way of cuttings, but fortunately there are also a lot of
similarities. Below two types of easy to plant cuttings:
Foothills
Banana plant, pancake plant, grass lily
Step 1
These plants are already forming new baby plants with small roots. Carefully
remove this baby plant from the mother plant with a knife by cutting it
diagonally, as close to the mother plant as possible. Step 2
Put your cutting in a bottle with water for the first time, so that the roots can
grow well.

Step 3
Then plant it in a pot with moist potting compost, and let it grow!
Stem cuttings
Dracaena, Aralia, Paricha, Hedera (ivy), Monstera Philodendron
(hole plant), Schefflera, Rhipsalis, Croton and Peperomia

The banana plant and dot begonia
are very popular at the moment.
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ELDERFLOWER SYRUP

MAKING
ELDERBLOSSOMSYRUP
If you wander around in nature at the end of May, you can
suddenly be intoxicated by a wonderful floral scent. There is a
good chance that this is the elderberry, with its striking white
lace-cap flowers that are in bloom during this period.
Elderflower has been associated with medicinal properties for
centuries. It would contain substances that increase the
resistance, and therefore work well with flu and colds.
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ELDERFLOWERSYRUP

DIY - by Eva

Making
elderflowersyrup
WHEN?
Late May / early June
NECESSITIES:

• scissors
• idyllic wicker basket
• pan
• clean (weck) jar
• sieve
• optional: cheesecloth or
a thin tea towel
• sterilized bottle to store
your syrup

INGREDIENTS:

• about 150 grams of
elderflower
• 1 liter of water
• 1000 grams of sugar (cane
sugar, granulated sugar,
stevia, agave syrup)
• 2 lemons

E

lderflower can be used to make delicious syrup with a floral
nutmeg flavor. Ideal for refreshing lemonades, to enrich
desserts or to pimp your gin and tonic. So grab your bike, a
pair of scissors, a wicker basket
an idyllic look and go in search of the elderberry!
How do you proceed?
Step 1
Locate an elderberry bush in bloom and cut off the most beautiful, highergrowing screens (you don't want a dog pee-infused drink). 150 grams (a full
small basket) is enough for 1 liter of syrup.

Step 2
Give the blossom a little shake, so that the insects on it have a last chance to
stay alive. Fill a (weck) jar with 1 liter of cold water. Cut the blossom from the
larger, green twigs. The latter provide a somewhat bitter taste. Let your jar of
blossom steep for at least 24 hours for a recognizable flyers flavor. Looks nice,
huh!

Step 3
Pour the mixture through a strainer. If there are still a lot of impurities in it,
you can pour it again through a cheesecloth (a thin tea towel is also possible).
The clear elder water can then be put in a pan, along with about 1000 grams of
sugar. The sugar (and the lemons that go with it) ensure - in addition to taste also a longer shelf life, so don't skimp on the sugar!

Step 4
Heat while stirring everything for 5 to 10 minutes until it just barely boils,
then remove the pan from the heat. Then add the juice
(and any zest) of the 2 lemons.
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ELDERFLOWERSYRUP

Variation
tips

Step 5
Let the syrup cool down and pour it into a sterilized glass bottle. Keep in the
fridge and enjoy your homemade syrup!
Make sure you don't pick elderberry. This one is poisonous, but fortunately
rare. The common elderberry has flat umbels with closely spaced flowers. The
poisonous variety is more bulbous and has flowers that are further apart. If in
doubt, find a picture first.
Sterilize bottles and jars

Step 1
Fill a large saucepan with water and bring to a boil. If necessary, add 5
tablespoons of soda (cleaning soda or sodium carbonate - available at the
chemist) and stir.

Step 2
Put your clean bottles, jars and lids in the pan and make sure they are
completely submerged. Cook for 20 minutes.

When you add in the lemon
juice, you can also add mint
or rose petals for an extra
subtle dimension of flavor.
Or make a Hugo:
elderflower syrup,
prosecco, sparkling water,
a slice of lime and mint
leaves. Yum!

STERILIZE
It may not be the most
exciting job, but sterilizing
your bottles and jars will
prevent a lot of trouble
(read: mold, disgust and
disappointment).
Remember how to do it,
because you will need it
more often for other
goodies from this book!

Step 3
Rinse the glassware well with as hot water as possible - especially if you used
soda. Do not touch the pots on the inside with your hands. If you don't use
soda, you can skip step 3.

Step 4
Let your glassware drip upside down on a clean kitchen towel. It is now ready
to fill.
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